Drava floating Pavilion
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The Lent stolp is a wandering pavilion designed for the city of Maribor and the Lens festival. The aim has its roots in creating
the relationship between the pavilion and the heritage of the city, which partially match with its architecture and its fluvial
tradition. The project is made of two distinct architectural archetypes revised in a contemporary way: the pitched roof and
the raft. Therefore, the architecture of the pavilion is found in the cultural shape of the context.
A 4-meters diameter balloon inflated with helium lift a 170 square meters drape that covers the platform and acts as an ephemeral placemaking object for the city. It is anchored to the platform with ropes at four points at the corners of it. On the other
hand, the shape of the stage is a perfect square characterized by terraces: the central plan was chosen to reach the maximum
stability with the simplest construction methods: timber was chosen as the main material for its mounting characteristics and
its recyclability since all the joints are bolted and not glued. The flexibility of the 64 square meters platform allows hosting performances, concerts, exhibitions, food/wine tastings and the drape can be added or removed according to the occasions. In
particular, the pavilion can be easily moved by deflating the balloon itself and transported to any fluvial or maritime location.
Access to the pavilion is granted by a removable bridge that can be dismounted and stacked whenever the event starts or it is
necessary to change the location. Moreover, it is characterized by hinges that can face the problem of the Drava water rising.
The Lent stolp is a humble architecture, simple in its roots but rich in its possibilities. It is aware that the real protagonist is
the visitor who animates the scene.
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Daily use of the pavilion

Event use of the pavilion
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The canopy consists of a pyramidal envelope made of technical fabric that establishes a relationship with the surroundings.
During the transportation through the Drava river, the balloon is deflated and, once the platform is placed, the canopy
can be raised again creating a placemaking environment.
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The framing around the stage works both as a visual filter
for the structural system that bears the whole platform and
as a protection tool for visitors. The crown shape denies the
direct visual to the landscape/cityscape by creating different
points of view.
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The stage is meant to be as a playful space for leisure and a
functional one for performances by the use of timber stepped
volumes. Technical illumination space is part of the structure
and can be accessed from the rise of the steps.

This grid timber structural system can be considered as the
bones of the stage. Every timber beam is jointed to each
other with metal bolted plaques that allow the stability in
every direction
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The timber system lies on a steel structural system made of
two orders of beams: the first one is an IPE 200 system and
the bottom one is a 500 mm truss.
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The pavilion buoyancy is granted by the floating system at its
base: a system of 11 floats has been dimensioned and carefully calculated from the weight of the whole pavilion itself.
The thickness of each piece is 600 mm according to the following calculation and detailed drawing.

Exploded axonometry

Buoyancy calculation
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A raft is floating whenever its wight (W) is equal at its Archimedes’ thrust (At):
W = At
and it is known that:
At = Vi * pw

Lightweight technical fabric

Rope

Vi = volume of the floating element
pw = specific
3
weight of water = 1 Kg/dm
then:
Vi = W/pw

which is equal to

50 x 50 mm wooden slats

Vi = W

Lightnig technical space

In order to find the weight of the pavilion it is needed to
understand the weight of each component and sum it together. It is mainly made in wood and steel so:
Vi = Ww + Ws
or
Vi = (Vw * pw) + (Vs * ps)

100 x 250 mm wooden beam
bolted steel plaque

100 x 30 mm wooden plank
20 mm wooden board
rope anchoring system
100 x 880 mm wooden plank (bridge)
fixed wooden beam
rotating and detatchable beam
anchoring system

Vi = (8634 dm3 * 0,95 Kg/dm3) + (620 dm3 * 7,85 Kg/dm3)

U-shaped metal profile
IPE 200

Vi = 8202,3 Kg + 4867 Kg
7850 x 500 mm steel truss

600 x 600 mm floats

In order to calculate the height of the floating elements that
can bear the whole pavilion, the volume Vi has to be devided for the surface of the elements itself, according to the
following formula:
h = Vi / Ai
h = 13 069,3 dm3 / 2232 dm2 = 5,85 dm
h = 58,5 cm
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